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MAKING THEM 
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7 Claims. (Cl. 215-46) 

This invention relates generally to a cap for sealing 
a container, such as a bottle, and in one of its more 
speci?c aspects to a cap which is adapted to provide an 
elTective original seal for a bottle and which is adapted 
to be readily reused, subsequent to initial use, to ade 
quately reseal the bottle. This invention also pertains to 
an improved method for manufacturing resilient and re 
usable bottle caps. 
A primary object of the invention is to provide a re 

usable bottle cap having improved features of construc 
tion and design. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a bottle 
cap which is adapted (ti) to be readily applied to a bottle 
or the like and serve as an effective original seal therefor, 
(b) to be easily removed from .the bottle, as required, and 
(c) to be readily and quickly reapplied to the ‘bottle to 
thereby adequately reseal the same. 
The invention has for another object the provision of 

a reusable bottle cap which indicates visually, when- in 
active use, whether it is being used to effect original seal 
ing or resealing of the bottle. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a bottle 

cap of the character indicated that is'simple and attrac 
tive in design, that is durable in construction, that is 
reasonable in manufacturing cost and that is capable of 
performing its intended functions in a satisfactory and 
trouble-free manner. 
To the end that the foregoing objectives may be at 

tained, a bottle cap according to this invention is unitary 
in construction and is made of a suitable resinous com 
position which may be thermoplastic and/or thermoset 
ting material which is readily moldable and which has the 
properties of being ?exible, resilient, tearable, and inert 
and impervious to moisture and common gases. While 
polyethylene is preferred, it is to be understood that other 
thermoplastic or thermosetting materials having similar 
properties and characteristics may be ‘used in place 
thereof. 
The cap comprises a top wall and outer and inner 

tubular walls depending from the top wall and open at 
their lower ends. The inner wall is spaced from and 
substantially coaxial with the outer wall. An annular 
bead is provided at‘the lower end of the outer wall and 
projects inwardly thereof. This bead has a plurality of 
circumferentially spaced blind recesses thatrextend up 
wardly from its lower surface. The recesses extend into 
the outer wall ‘but terminate inwardly of both the 
inner and outer surfaces of the outer wall. The recesses 
may be of any desired form and, the parts of the cap 
de?ning the recesses constitute weakened areas that are 
tearable in the course of removing the cap from a bottle 
by means of a bottle opener or similar device. 
The cap is adapted to be readily placed on a bottle 

and form an effective seal therewith as will be explained 
further along herein. When the cap is used to provide 
an original seal for the bottle, the parts areso arranged 
that the recesses are not visible and the outer wall is con 
tinuous and uninterrupted by slits, tears‘, or the like. 
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At the time the cap is removed from the bottle the outer 
wall is partially torn in the region of one or two of the 
recesses. The cap may-be reused to reseal the bottle 
by repositioning it thereon. When the cap is used as a 
resealer, the tears appearing in the outer wall serve as 
visible indications that the cap is not an original sealer, 
but is being used for resealing purposes. < ' ' 

I ?nd that for best results the inner tubular wall of 
the cap should be preferably somewhat softer and more 
pliable than the outer tubular wall. Accordingly, it is 
recommended that different thermoplastic and/ or thermo 
set compositions be used for the outer and inner walls. 
If desired, the cap may be made of two polyethylene com 
positions having requisite characteristics, which are mold 
ed to obtain a unitary or one-piece cap construction as 
will be described further along in this description. 
The enumerated objects and other objects, together 

with the advantages of this invention, will be readily 
understood by persons skilled in the art from the fol 
lowing detailed description taken in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings. , 

In the drawings: - ' 

Fig. 1 is a perspective 'view of a cap con'structed'in 
accordance with this invention operatively mounted-on‘- a 
bottle; ' " “ ' 

Fig. 2 is a central vertical cross-sectional view through 
the cap and bottle assembly shown‘ in Fig. l; ' 

Fig. 3 is a bottom plan view of the cap shown‘iri 
Fig- 1; ' a '. ' 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary view of a portion 
of Fig. 3; i ' ‘ 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged view of the left hand portion of 
only the cap of Fig. 2; ‘ 

Fig. 6 corresponds to Fig. 1 and illustrates the cap 
in the course of its being removed from the bottle with 
the aid of a bottle opener; 

Fig. 7 also correspondsto Fig. land depicts the ap 
pearance of the cap when it is being reused for the pur 
pose of resealing the bottle; 7 

Fig. 8 is an enlarged central vertical cross sectional 
view through the cap shown in other views and illustrates 
the parts thereof that are molded from one composition 
and the parts that are molded from a second composition 
in accordance with this invention; ' 

Fig. 9 is a view in vertical cross section of an arrange 
ment of molding apparatus for forming certain parts of 
the cap of this invention; 

Fig. 10 is similar to Fig. 9 and illustrates molding 
apparatus for forming the remaining parts of the cap; and 

Fig. 11 is a perspective view of a separating plate. 
Reference is now had to the drawings wherein like 

reference characters denote corresponding parts through 
out the several views. There is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 
2 the upper portion of a bottle B and a cap C of this 
invention positioned on and forming a seal with the 
bottle. ' ‘ 

Bottle B is preferably‘ made of glass and may be of 
any conventional construction and .design that is com; 
monly used to store gas-containing liquids, such as ginger 
ale, carbonated water and the like. The bottle, to‘ the 
extent that it is illustrated, includes a tubular neck 10 
having an inner surface 11 and terminating in a pair of 
outer annular beads, namely an upper bead 12 and a 
lower bead 13. These beads merge and de?ne an annu 
lar groove 14, as best shown in Fig. 2.‘ 
Cap C comprises a circular top wall 15, a depending 

outer. tubular wall or skirt 16 and a depending inner 
tubular wall or sealing ring 17 that is spaced from and 
coaxial with the outer wall. Walls 15, ‘16, and 17 are 
imperforate. Top wall 15 carries a plurality of radial 
sti?ening ribs 18 that are positioned wholly within inner 
wall 17. The lower end of wall 16 includes an inwardly 



' ethylene composition. 
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projecting annular head 19. plurality of circumfer 
entially spaced blind recesses 20 extend into wall 16 as 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, but terminate inwardly of the 
upper inner surface of bead 19. The .parts which de?ne 

7 individual ~20 constitute ' weakened aegions (of ‘the 
61gb.‘ _,-I-f desired, there ‘any ‘pdsitfoned'on 1the ribs '18 
a fttle'c'apelinerltnot shown) of'aiiy'o‘f the types known 
'tb‘the'a'r't. _ _ _ ‘ _ > I " 

wen gg'ap C is originally ‘applied to bottle B,_4it is 
Hela ‘ed su?i'éiently to "soften litsfp'arts and _.pern1it._pos_ition 

-0n the bottle as shown‘ in Fig. “2, ‘with inner —wall 17 
disposedin “thebbottle and forming intimate contact with 

J title surface 11 and ‘bead 1'9‘engaging ‘outer: bead {13 
‘o'f the-bottle as :shown. 7 {Eris-is -accomplished_>without 
tearing or otherwise ‘breaking through outer wall 16 or 
bead 19. j V M p _ I a‘ 1 

‘ Assuming that ‘the bottle contains a carbonated liquid, 
the ?uid pressure within the bottle lactsr'on top wall 15 
and inner wall ‘17 a "manner to obtain an effective 
seal betweeirthe bottle andthe cap. The bottle and its 
contents may now be transported, stored or displayed 
under normally encountered temperature and pressure 
conditions without 'distupbing the seal. The fact that 
top wall 15 and outer wall 16 varejv'continuous and-uninter! 
rupted by tears or other dis?gura'tions serves as aAvisible 

indication’ to a purchaser that the bottle is under ‘its 
iorigin‘al seat. In other words, the ‘customer is assured 
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25 

"that the original "seal has not been-broken and that ‘the’ I. 
. original contents a-re'intact. , 

The cap may ‘be readily removed Ffrp’rnH-t'hc bottle ‘by 

includes a handle 21, an upper jaw 22 and a lower jaw 
The opener isadapted to engage the.‘ cap with’its 

upper jaw bearing on top wall 15 and its lower jaw hooked 
ainderiouterl-wallrm and :engaging bead -~1~9. The opener 
is tilted upwardly in the usual mahner to .pry‘the cap 
from the bottle. in the course of suchfprying, the 

30 
. ini'eans of'a conventional bottle=opener 0 (Fig. v6)frwhich '. 

7 ~ ‘4 

shown in Fig. 9, the ends of the slot 3:5 “communicate 
with narrow cylindrical openings 9 which in turn com 
municate with annular groove 8 in'registry with groove 
23. A polyethylene or other resinous composition of 
predetermined desirable properties’ is injected by the use 
of pressure and heat through 'the central opening in the 
tube 3%), into ‘and through the con?ned slot 35, into 
and thrbu-ghlthe lpairiofinarrowejilind?cal openings 9 and 
into the mold space *d'e'?ne‘d ‘byitli‘e igrooves 8 and 28 to 
thereby .form the annular ‘inner wall ‘17 together with 
an annular 7171112 7 1-7’a‘integral themwi-th and vi-have a .~_pair 
of space annular beads 475-011‘the-llppel?fa?estherwf 

Block 31 is adapted to be replaced by a similar block 
37 for the purpose "off‘forining "top wail pants, ribs 18, 
outer wall‘16 and bead d9. As shownin Fig. 10, block 
37 and mold 27 de?ne a space 33 corresponding in size 
and con?guration to outer wall 16.’ Block' 32 is like 
wise replaced by a similar block 32a and spaced above 
the earlier formed portions of ‘the cap, as indicated at 
39. This construction permits ready injection ofa 
second polyethylene or other resinous composition 4%) 
(Fig. 8) of the desired characteristics into “the 'mold 
spaces to form ‘top wall part'145,-»ribs 18, outer wall 16 
together with its bead'1‘9. The composition 40 is in "a 
molten or semi-molten state during molding, whereby 
fusion occurs between composition 40 ‘and ring 17a so 
that wa1l~17 and top ‘wall .135 are ‘bonded together to 
obtain a unitary cap. 7 I _ 

‘ >'Recess_esj20 aretpreferably‘aformedrintherlower end 'of 
outer wall :16 "after molding is completediandrthe "cap is 
removed from the molding apparatus. It will§be~apa 
preciated that .the'reces'sesjmay be formed during the 

‘ moldingprocedurqif desired. - 

opener" causes partial {tearing —_of _-outer 'wall ‘16"and bead _ 
19 in the regions of recesses 20lthatr~are~adjacent jaw 23, 

j as shown ‘in ‘Fig. 6. Typical tear lines resulting from 
use of ‘the-opener areindicated-by-numeral_24 in Figs. 6 
and 7.- ' - 

Despite the tears resultingjgfromr breaking the ‘original 
vseal, the leap may i-be ‘repeatedly reused to :f'reseal-th'e con 
tents of ‘the bottle or other bottles. Tearlines 24cm: 

' stituteeaneindication 5to a :user that the cap is being-used 
for rescaling purposes as distinguished from original 
sealing. . t . . 

{As was "mentioned earlier. in this description, inner 
tubular wall'17. is preferably made ofia thermoplastic 

t composition thati'is ‘somewhat softer, Im‘or'e lpliable and 
thereforenflore ?exible.-than=outerftubular wall16. {Fig 8 ' 
illustrates a cap that is formed from two polyethylene 
compositions to obtain a'c'onstru'ction‘havin'g the indicated 

' properties and “characteristics. -ln,»-Fig. '8, inner wall ‘=17 
. ‘i'se?rst tor-med from the softeri'p'olyethylene-composition 

while‘e-outer wall 16, annular bead 11-9, the top_wall :15 

40 

From'the foregoing, ‘it is believed that construction-and 
advantages of lthelbottle cap of this invention and ‘the 
method of making the same will fbe readily comprehended 
by spersron'sskilled inV-the art, without further description. 
It is to be understood,'howéverathat Itheinventionis not 
to be limited to the exact details ~described¢and~shown 
hereinjbut is to be accorded theifu’ll scope and protection 
of theappende'd claims. 
Iclaimz. ~’__ _ V ' V 

_ 1. _In affrangible _cap_whi6h=.-is adapted to seal a con 
tainer, such as a bottle, having an outer beadfnat its dis 
charge end, a top wall, an outer tubular'wall depending 
iron; the top “wall "and ‘open at its lower end2 an inner 
tubular wall depending from, the top'wall and open at 
its lower-‘end, said inner wall “being spaced ~from vand 
substantially coaxialwith ‘theo'uter 'wallr'theklolwer end 
of the outer ‘wall including varr-Tinwardly extending ‘an 
nular bead,~said lower end "havingffofmed thereina ‘plu 

i ralityg of circumterent'ially-spaeedblind recesses that ex 

ribs 18 are all made of a stiffen-less pliable _poly-' ' 

I ' Reference vis - next had to vFigs. '9‘ and ‘=10' which illus 

trate molding 'iapparatus foriforming-the cap off-Fig. V molding’ ‘apparatus ‘includes a. press comprising 'a 

lower-platene25 whichfc'arries .ia~bed:plate:26. »Mounted 
on the bed'zpla’te' is Pa Tmold1-27 having a plurality ‘of 
-'g'rooyies,~namely an annular -to'p‘ groovelz?co‘rresponding 
ingsize and'econ?g'uration'tosinner wall -17,~-a1plurality of 
_'radial top grooves 7-29 jcorresponding "in‘riu?ibeni-size and 
con?guration’ to’ ribs 518, land *anvannular-side groove 3t!’ 
‘corresponding’ in. size-‘and icon?guration ito head “19. 
Mold IMF-registers with :aI'hOHOVVTOUtQEI'. block-31.‘ FAn 
inner¢block>32f1is positioned within ‘the outer {block and 
carries a»_central tube P33"andiacoversplate 34<-having ‘a 
diametrically’(disposedslot e35 textending ‘entirely i-across' 
saidgplzitegand communicatingat its central ;part with 

V»:tube;33.. iWith-the ip'arts' disposed ‘in the-‘relationship as 

tend ‘upwardly tromjits “lower surfaee,isaid cap "being 
7 adapted‘to ‘be operativeklyiconnected to the bottle with 

55' the top wall positioned over and across the'disch'arge 
end of'the bottle, ‘the inner wall disposed ineyand forming 
intimate contact ‘with’ the 'inner‘surface "of the discharge 
end of the-bottle, the outer walleiicircling-thebottle outer 
bead and the annular lbead >forming;~continuous ‘intimate 
contact?lwith .thelbottle outer bead, the parts o‘jf‘the cap 
which.’ de?ne’ the {recesses ‘constituting relatively weak 
regions-that areadapted toibe'torn'inithe‘course offpryin'g 

' the cap Jiromlhe ‘bottle. 

65 
' :2- lnga iralngible cap whiehfisadapted to sealla con- 7 7 
ltainer, such<as 5a bottle, havingian outer'beadi'at its dis 

" chargeend, a topewallyanlouterétubular jwall depending 
'fromthe top' wall andv openat its {lower end. :an \inner 
tubular walldepending -fr'_om'7.the‘top Welland ‘open at 

. its 5lower end, said :irinefWéllbeingQSpa'déd‘Trent and 

70'. ._.......-.. 
7 andinner walls-beingiimperforate, thedower end ofrthe. 
substantially-coaxial withihe-outér wan, said top,.6uter 

outer wall- including‘an inwardlyrprojecting annularlbead, 
. said lower 7 end (having ->formed therein alplurality ‘of 

75 
circumferentially spaced-'blindtrecesses that 'exten‘dup 
war'dly 5from its vslower;:surfacie, ivs'aid écaip ‘being adapted 
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to be operatively connected to the bottle with the top 
wall positioned over and across the discharge end of the 
bottle, the inner wall disposed in and forming intimate 
contact with the inner surface of the discharge end of 
the bottle, the outer wall encircling the bottle outer bead 
and the inwardly projecting bead forming continuous inti 
mate contact with the bottle outer bead, the parts of the 
cap which de?ne the recesses constituting relatively weak 
regions that are adapted to be torn in the course of prying 
the cap from the bottle. 

3. In a frangible cap which is adapted to seal a can 
tainer, such as a bottle, having an outer bead at its dis 
charge end, a top wall, an outer tubular wall depending 
from the top wall and open at its lower end, an inner 
tubular wall depending from the top wall and open at 
its lower end, said inner wall being spaced from and 
substantially coaxial with the outer wall, the lower end 
of the outer wall including an inwardly projecting an 
nular head, said lower end having formed therein a plu 
rality of circumferentially spaced blind recesses that ex 
tend upwardly from its lower surface, that extend into 
the outer wall and that terminate inwardly of the outer 
surface of the outer wall, said cap being adapted to be 
operatively connected to the bottle with the top wall 
positioned over and across the discharge end of the 
bottle, the inner wall disposed in and forming intimate 
contact with the inner surface of the discharge end of the 
bottle, the outer wall encircling the bottle outer bead 
and the inwardly projecting bead forming continuous inti 
mate contact with the bottle outer bead, the parts of the 
cap which de?ne the recesses constituting relatively weak 
regions that are adapted to be torn in the course of pry 
ing the cap from the bottle. 

4. In a frangible cap which is adapted to seal a con 
tainer, such as a bottle, having an outer head at its dis 
charge end, a top wall, an outer tubular wall depending 
from the top wall and open at its lower end, an inner 
tubular wall depending from the top wall and open at 
its lower end, said inner wall being spaced from and 
substantially coaxial with the outer wall, said top, outer 
and inner walls being imperforate, the lower end of the 
outer wall including an inwardly projecting annular head, 
said lower end having formed therein a plurality of 
circumferentially spaced blind recesses that extend up 
wardly from its lower surface, that extend into the outer 
wall and that terminate inwardly of the outer surface 
of the outer wall, said cap being adapted to be oper 
atively connected to the bottle with the top wall posi 
tioned over and across the discharge end of the bottle, 
the inner wall disposed in and forming intimate contact 
with the inner surface of the discharge end of the bottle, 
the outer wall encircling the bottle outer bead and the 
annular bead forming continuous intimate contact with 
the bottle outer head, the parts of the cap which de?ne 
the recesses constituting relatively weak regions that are 
adapted to be torn in the course of prying the cap from 
the bottle. 

5. In a frangible cap which is adapted to seal a con 
tainer, such as a bottle, having an outer bead at its 
discharge end, a top wall, an outer tubular wall depend 
ing from the top wall and open at its lower end, an inner 
tubular wall depending from the top wall and open at 
its lower end, said inner wall being spaced from and sub 
stantially coaxial with the outer wall, a plurality of stiff 
ening ribs depending from the top wall and positioned 
wholly within the inner wall, the lower end of the outer 
wall including an inwardly extending annular bead, said 
lower end having formed therein a plurality of circum 
ferentially spaced blind recesses that extend upwardly 
from its lower surface, said cap being adapted to be 
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operatively connected to the bottle with the top wall 
positioned over and across the discharge end of the 
bottle, the inner wall disposed in and forming intimate 
contact with the inner surface of the discharge end of 
the bottle, the outer wall encircling the bottle outer bead 
and the annular bead forming continuous intimate contact 
with the bottle outer bead, the parts of the cap which 
de?ne the recesses constituting relatively weak regions 
that are adapted to be torn in the course of prying the 
cap from the bottle. 

6. In a frangible cap which is adapted to seal a con 
tainer, such as a bottle, having an outer head at its 
discharge end, a top wall, an outer tubular ‘Wall depend 
ing from the top wall and open at its lower end, an inner 
tubular wall depending from the top wall and open at 
its lower end, said inner wall being spaced from and sub 
stantially coaxial with the outer ‘wall, said top, outer and 
inner walls being imperforate, a plurality of stilfening 
ribs depending from the top wall and positioned wholly 
within the inner ‘wall, the lower end of the outer well 
including an inwardly projecting annular head, said lower 
end having formed therein a plurality of circumferentially 
spaced blind recesses that extend upwardly from its lower 
surface, that extend into the outer wall and that terminate 
inwardly of the outer surface of the outer wall, said cap 
being adapted to be operatively connected to the bottle 
with the top wall positioned over and across the dis 
charge end of the bottle, the inner wall disposed in and 
forming intimate contact with the inner surface of the 
discharge end of the bottle, the outer wall encircling the 
bottle outer bead and the annular bead forming con 
tinuous intimate contact with the bottle outer bead, the 
parts of the cap which de?ne the recesses constituting rela 
tively weak regions that are adapted to be torn in the 
course of prying the cap from the bottle. 

7. in a one-piece thermoplastic, ?exible, frangible cap 
which is adapted to seal a container, such as a bottle, 
having an outer bead at its discharge end, a top wall, an 
outer tubular Wall depending from the top wall and open 
at its lower end, an inner tubular wall depending from 
the top wall and open at its lower end, said inner wall 
comprising a material that is more pliable than the 
material of the outer wall and being spaced from and 
substantially coaxial with the outer wall, said top, outer 
and inner walls being imperforate, a plurality of stiffen 
ing ribs, depending from the top wall and positioned 
wholly within the inner wall, the lower end of the outer 
well including an inwardly projecting annular head, said 
lower end having formed therein a plurality of circum 
ferentially spaced blind recesses that extend upwardly 
from its lower surface, that extend into the outer wall 
and that terminate inwardly of the outer surface of the 
outer well, said cap being adapted to be operatively con 
nected to the bottle with the top well positioned over and 
across the discharge end of the bottle, the inner wall dis 
posed in and forming intimate contact with the inner sur 
face of the discharge end of the bottle, the outer wall 
encircling the bottle outer bead and the annular bead 
forming continuous intimate contact with the bottle outer 
bead, the parts of the cap which de?ne the recesses con 
stituting relatively weak regions that are adapted to be 
torn in the course of prying the cap from the bottle. 
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